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DSS Introduction



DSS Introduction

● DSS technology allows spectrum resources to be shared dynamically 
between 4G and 5G radios. 

● CSP’s can build 5G coverage a lot faster because the spectrum, the 
antenna and the RF units can now be shared between existing 4G and 
emerging 5G deployments using DSS. 



DSS Rollout
● Reuse existing spectrum 
● Reuse existing antenna 
● Reuse existing RF
● Resources shared dynamically between 4G and 5G



DSS Introduction
● DSS with 5G CA releases the full potential of the technology especially 

when combined with the standalone architecture. 

● CA provides the highest data rates while SA maximizes low-band 
coverage and access to 5G services. 

● DSS enables a smoother evolution to 5G deployments. 



5G Spectrum overview & DSS



5G spectrum overview 
● 5G is the first ever mobile radio system that is designed to use any 

spectrum from below 1 GHz upto mm Waves. 

● 5G is also designed to be deployed in licensed, shared and unlicensed 
spectrum bands. 

● 5G can use FDD technology for paired spectrum and TDD technology 
for unpaired spectrum. 

● DSS technology is relevant for low-band FDD spectrum, where DSS can 
provide flexible refarming from LTE to 5G. 



5G spectrum overview 



DSS in the Physical Layer



DSS in the Physical layer 
● DSS allows Communication Service Providers to share resources 

dynamically between 4G and 5G in time and/or frequency domains. 

● The 5G Physical layer is designed to be so similar to 4G in 3GPP that 
DSS becomes feasible with the same subcarrier spacing and similar 
time domain structure. 

● DSS is designed to be backward compatible with all existing LTE 
devices. 



DSS in the Physical layer 
● CSP’s therefore need to maintain LTE cell reference signal (CRS) 

transmission. 

● 5G transmission is designed around LTE CRS in an approach called 
CRS rate matching. 

● 5G uses demodulation reference signals (DMRS) , which are only 
transmitted together with 5G data and so minimize any impact on LTE 
capacity. 



4G & 5G Resource sharing in t & f domain 



DSS Use Cases with SA & CA



DSS use cases with SA & CA  
● DSS can provide full benefits for CSPs when deployed together with two 

other technologies : SA architecture with the 5G core network and CA 
in the devices. 

● The optimum combination of DSS with SA architecture and CA 
depends on the operator-specific spectrum situation and on the 5G 
coverage targets. 



Decision tree for DSS feature selection  



DSS use cases with SA & CA  
● If the target is to maximize 5G coverage then the combination of DSS 

and SA is preferred. 

● If the CSP uses DSS with NSA architecture then mid-band 4G is needed 
for the anchoring and it can limit the coverage. 

● Typical devices are not able to support low-band 4G with low-band 
5G.
 

● If the operator has mid-band (2.5 GHz or 3.5 GHz) 5G, the two 5G 
frequencies should be aggregated together, which calls for the 
support of DSS and 5G CA. 



DSS use cases with SA & CA  
● DSS on low frequency bands delivers 5G coverage. 
● SA brings new 5G services and great coverage.
● 5G CA allows the CSP to combine low-band and mid-band resources 

together for high data rates. 

    



SA Architecture with DSS 
● SA with the 5G Core network brings new service opportunities thanks to 

its enhanced support for network slicing, with dynamic scalability and 
adaptability. 

● SA does not use DC in the radio since there is no connection to the 4G 
radio. 

● It cannot therefore take advantage of low-band 4G. 

● The solution is to use 5G in all or part of an existing 4G (low) band to 
boost 5G coverage. 



5G CA with DSS 
● NSA can use 4G CA to combine the radio resources from multiple 4G 

bands to provide an additional capacity boost. 

● 4G CA is a basic capability in  4G devices and in 5G NSA devices today. 

● 5G FDD and 4G FDD bands are combined with DC instead of CA, 
resulting in 20-30% lower downlink throughput. 

● Low-band 5G without 5G CA degrades the end user performance by 
reducing the number of carriers that can be aggregated for each end 
user. 



5G CA with DSS 
● The introduction of CA with 5G is a good reason to use DSS with SA, 

since it improves 5G coverage and access to the 5G core and 
associated new services.



DSS Technical solution



DSS Technical Solution specifics 
● One option : For DSS to use a single shared baseband card for 4G and 

for 5G , which precludes a multi-vendor solution for 4G and 5G. 

● Second option : Option is to keep the existing 4G baseband and add a 
new 5G baseband. 

● The scheduling between the two baseband functions is then based on 
a fast Xp interface between 4G and 5G. 



DSS Technical Solution specifics 
Two primary baseband options for DSS

 



DSS Technical Solution specifics 
● A primary performance consideration for DSS is the reconfiguration 

time. 

● Simulations for DSS with 100ms, 10 ms and 1 ms coordination and a 
static split for reference. 



DSS for 2G, 3G and 4G technologies



DSS for 2G, 3G & 4G 
● DSS can also be implemented between 2G, 3G and 4G radios, enabling 

legacy technologies to support existing devices while maximizing the 
use of spectrum for 5G. 

● This is important because most CSPs still run these technologies as 
they deploy 5G. 



DSS for 2G, 3G & 4G 
● 4G - 5G DSS builds on the common numerology of LTE and NR.

● DSS for 2G and 3G uses different dynamic sharing mechanisms. 

● Applying DSS on 2G-3G, 2G-4G, 3G-4G, and 4G-5G on distinct carriers 
reduces signalling overheads and maximizes overall efficiency. 



DSS for 2G, 3G & 4G 
● DSS aligns with the patterns of subscription and traffic migration from 

one radio access technology to another, which is typically governed by 
the affordability of devices. 

● Enabling large numbers of   4G users to dynamically tap into the 
resource pool previously dedicated to 2G and 3G frees resources for 
the growing number of 5G users on the 4G-5G DSS carrier. 

● This also protects 2G, 3G and 4G performance. 



DSS Deployment Options & Scenarios



MBSFN & Non-MBSFN DSS based    
Deployment Options 



DSS Deployment Options 
● NR offers a scalable and flexible physical layer design depicted by 

various numerologies.
   

● There are different SCS for data channels and synchronization 
channels based on the bands assigned. 



DSS Deployment Options 



DSS Deployment Options 
● The main foundation of DSS is to schedule NR users in the LTE 

subframes while ensuring no respective impact on LTE users in terms 
of essential channels such as reference signals used for 
synchronization and DL measurements. 

● LTE CRS is typically the main concept where DSS options are 
designated, a CRS have a fixed time-frequency resource assignment. 

● The other aspect of DSS design is to fit the 5G NR reference signals 
within the subframes in a way to avoid affecting NR DL measurements 
and synchronization. 



DSS Deployment Options 
● MBSFN is Multi - Broadcast Single frequency network  & is used in LTE 

for point-to-multipoint transmissions such as eMBMS . 

● The general idea of MBSFN is that specific subframes within an LTE 
frame reserve the last 12 OFDM symbols of such subframe to be free 
from other LTE channel transmission. 

● These symbols were originally intended to be used for broadcast 
services and are “muted” for data transmission in other LTE UE. 



DSS Deployment Options 
● This idea has been adjusted for use in a DSS concept,  so that these 

reserved symbols are used for NR symbols instead of eMBMS. 

● LTE PDCCH can occupy from 1 to 3 symbols (based on cell load) , the 
first two OFDM symbols are used for LTE PDCCH and DSS NR UE can use 
the third symbol. 

● This is the simplest way of deploying DSS. 



DSS Deployment Options 
● In respect to DSS, mini-slot operation just eliminates the usage of the 

symbols that contain LTE CRS and schedule only free ones for NR 
transmission. 

●  It can be utilized in some special cases like 30 KHz SSB insertion. 



DSS Deployment Options 
● Option 3 in fig is based on CRS rate matching in non-MBSFN 

subframes, & it is expected to be the one most commonly used for NR 
data channels. 

● For better spectral efficiency, CRS RE-level rate matching is preferred 
when compared to RB level rate matching in NR PDCCH/PDSCH 15 KHz 
SCS. 



RE-level vs RB-level CRS Rate Matching 



Rate Matching 
● LTE CRS within an RB occupies four symbols (#0,4,7,11) for one or two 

antenna ports and two additional symbols (#1,#8) for four CRS 
antenna ports. 

●  Each CRS symbol consists of two subcarriers for each antenna port. 
● Since the first two symbols are occupied by LTE PDCCH, they are not 

considered for rate matching overhead of the NR PDSCH. 
● Then, the overall overhead from CRS to available NR PDSCH symbols 

becomes 3 CRS symbols * 2 subcarriers = 6 RE for one antenna port, 3 
CRS symbols * 4 SC = 12 RE for two antenna ports and 4 CRS symbols * 
4 SC = 16 RE for four antenna ports. 



Rate Matching 
● NR PDSCH scheduling can only occur after the second symbol in the 

slot where the third symbols is occupied for NR PDCCH ( first two 
symbols are for LTE PDCCH), as a result, NR PDSCH is scheduled with 11 
symbols out of the 14 symbols available in a slot. 

● Then, 12 RE * 11 symbols results in 132 RE available in a slot for NR PDSCH.  
● In the case of one LTE CRS antenna port, the total available NR PDSCH 

REs available in a slot per one RB is 132 - 6 = 126 REs , 132 - 12 = 120 REs 
with two CRS antenna ports and 132-16 = 116 REs with four CRS antenna 
ports. 



Rate Matching 
● If the entire RB in a slot is being muted , 3 ( one or two CRS ports) and 4 

(otherwise) symbols will be rate matched , resulting in 12 RE per RB * (11 
symbols available for PDSCH - 3 CRS symbols muted within NR slot) = 
96 REs available for NR PDSCH with one or two CRS antenna ports , and 
12 RE per RB * (11 symbols available for PDSCH - 4 CRS symbols muted 
within NR slot ) = 84 REs available for NR PDSCH with four CRS antenna 
ports. 

● This means that the transport block size for NR PDSCH will be higher in 
RE rate matching and hence better spectral efficiency. 



Rate Matching 
● Using one of the DSS options does not eliminate others. 
● Despite each one has its own advantages and disadvantages , they all 

can find their  proper application depending on particular 
configuration and in some cases they can be mixed to enable an 
optimal DSS solution. 



Combining DSS Deployment Options : 
SSB Example  



Combining DSS Deployment options 
● SSB consists of synchronization signals (PSS & SSS) and a PBCH.

 
● For a half frame ( 5 msec) SSB transmission , the SSB contains 4 OFDM 

symbols in the time domain and 240 contiguous subcarriers (20 RBs) 
in the frequency domain. 

● The SCS ( Subcarrier spacing ) used for SSB is dependent on the 
frequency band. 

● In case of FR 1 , it can be either 15 kHz or 30 kHz. 



Combining DSS Deployment options 
● In time domain, there is a number of options of SSB location depending 

on the band used used and SCS. 



SSB Starting Symbol Indices for FR1 



Combining DSS Deployment options 
● SSB allocation in time domain for FR 1 cases in a frequency range <= 3 

GHz only, where DSS can be applied at the moment. 

● In the frequency domain, upto four SSB beams can be transmitted in 
the FR1 range <= 3 GHz. 

● DSS can be implemented in MBSFN or non-MBSFN subframes.

● For NR PDSCH channel used for data transmission, rate matching can 
be used to avoid the REs occupied by LTE CRS. 

 



Non - MBSFN subframe 
● For NR SSB, puncturing the channel becomes impossible as it may 

affect the DL measurements and synchronization. 

● Therefore, SSB in a DSS cell must be transmitted in a way to totally 
avoids all symbols and subcarriers occupied by LTE CRS. 

● The upper part of fig depicts NR resource grid, while the lower part is 
the corresponding non-MBSFN subframe.   



Non - MBSFN subframe 



Impact of Spectrum sharing on NR SSB 
channel : Non- MBSFN  



MBSFN subframe 
● Different results can be achieved using an MBSFN subframe for SSB 

transmission. 

● MBSFN mutes the entire 12 symbols of the subframe, then SSBs do not 
have LTE CRS collision, and the impact on all SSB cases is minimal. 



MBSFN subframe 



Impact of Spectrum Sharing on NR SSB 
channel :  MBSFN subframe 



                 DSS Related Features in 3GPP  



DSS Related Features in 3GPP 
● The design concepts of DSS on the network side require features to be 

supported by a DSS capable UE. 
●



DSS Related Features in 3GPP 



                           LTE MBSFN Support  



LTE MBSFN support 
● LTE MBSFN support is an important feature.

● NR UE gets informed about MBSFN subframe presence by higher layer 
(RRC)  in the cell from lte-CRS -to match around that sets up 
RateMatchPatternLTE-CRS used to configure a pattern to rate match 
around LTE CRS, and may also configure mbsfn-subframeConfigList 
representing LTE MBSFN subframe configuration. 



LTE MBSFN support 
There are two ways in higher layer to inform the NR UE of when to apply LTE 
MBSFN subframes : 

1. In case of NR standalone deployment, mbsfn-SubframeConfigList is 
part of ServingCellConfigCommon which a NR UE would typically 
acquire from System Information (e.g SIB1) when accessing the cell 
from idle mode. 

2. In case of NR standalone or non-standalone deployment, the same is 
configured to UE in connected mode by rrcConnectionReconfiguration 
(with sync) message for the serving cell, which can be common or 
dedicated. 



LTE MBSFN support 
● MBSFN pattern in FDD cell can configure at most subframes #1, #2, #3, 

#6 , #7, #8 with the sequence of one or four radio frames, which 
accounts for a maximum of 60% of radio resources. 

● In 3GPP Rel-14, this possibility was extended for FDD MBSFN subframes 
#4 and #9. 

● This configuration should be carefully planned because when more 
MBSFN subframes are configured for DSS usage, the impact on 
LTE-only user throughput increases due to more normal LTE subframes 
being unavailable for scheduling. 



LTE MBSFN support 
● LTE eNB should configure MBSFN subframe patterns similar to the ones 

configured to the UE in NR serving cell with proper frame alignment. 

● In LTE, the MBSFN pattern can be configured to LTE UEs in LTE SIB2 in idle 
mode or dedicated RRC messages in connected mode.  



                        LTE CRS Rate Matching  



LTE CRS Rate Matching 
● The network indicates to the UE Rate Matching pattern LTE-CRS in a NR 

cell and includes parameters to derive RE positions of LTE CRS. 

● The rate matching configuration contains nrofCRS-ports consisting of 
LTE-CRS antenna ports 1,2 or 4 ports among other parameters.

● 3GPP Rel-15 allows lte-CRS-ToMatch around to configure common RS, 
in 15 kHz sub carriers spacing   applicable only to 15 KHz SC spacing 
PDSCH, of one LTE carrier in a NR serving cell configuration. 



LTE CRS Rate Matching 
● This means that if LTE CA is used, CRS rate matching will be applied for 

CC#1 only while other carriers will stay out of spectrum sharing. 

● When NR transmission is activated on the LTE band, the LTE CRS is still 
transmitted in the same time.

● As a result, during initial access in NR standalone, it is possible that NR 
PDSCH carrying SIB 1 to be configured in symbols colliding with LTE CRS 
, but the NR UE is not aware of that until it receives the RRC information. 



          General RB Rate Matching Pattern  



General RB Rate Matching Pattern 
● General RB rate matching pattern is used for RB-level rate matching 

mainly for the case of a collision with LTE PSS/SSS and PBCH, as these 
channels occupy resources at RB level. 

● UE support is reported by rateMatchingResrcSetSemi-Static to indicate 
whether device supports receiving PDSCH with resource mapping that 
excludes the RE’s corresponding to resource sets configured with 
RB-symbol level granularity following the semi-static configuration. 



General RB Rate Matching Pattern 
The UE may be configured with any of the following higher layer 
parameters indicating REs declared as not available for PDSCH : 

● rateMatchPatternToAddModList given by PDSCH-config, by 
ServingCellConfig. 

● ServingCellConfigCommon and configuring up to 4 
RateMatchPattern(s) per bandwidth part (BWP)  and upto  4 
RateMatchPattern(s) per serving-cell. 



               Alternative DMRS location  



Alternative DMRS Location 
● It is designed to avoid collision of additional DMRS in case PDSCH 

mapping type A when single symbol DMRS is used. 

● DMRS additional symbol located at index will collide with LTE CRS 
causing higher PDSCH BLER especially in poor radio conditions. 

● For this reason, the support of this feature is expected from all DSS 
enabled devices. 



Alternative DMRS Location 



Impact of Spectrum Sharing on NR 
PDCCH Channel Capacity  



Impact  
● Due to LTE CRS being present in the first 1-2 symbols of every subframe 

(for 2 or 4 ports, respectively) both in MBSFN and non-MBSFN 
subframes, the NR PDCCH can start the earliest in the third symbol. 

● In early DSS deployment, NR PDCCH will be transmitted in symbol 2 with 
a duration of a single symbol.

● In LTE PDCCH frequency domain mapping, each control channel 
element (CCE) consists of 36 REs while in NR each CCE consists of 72 
REs. 



Available CCE for PDCCH in LTE & NR
● Due to LTE CRS being present in the first 1-2 symbols of every subframe 

( for 2 or 4 ports , respectively) both in MBSFN and Non-MBSFN 
subframes, the NR PDCCH can start the earliest in the third symbol.          



Impact  
● In early DSS deployment, NR PDCCH will be transmitted in symbol 2 with 

a duration of a single symbol. 

● In LTE PDCCH frequency domain mapping, each control channel 
element (CCE) consists of 36 REs (9 Resource element group, REG*4 
REs) while in NR each CCE consists of 72 REs (6 REG * 12 REs) . 



Impact  
Based on the CCE availability , we can estimate the capacity of PDCCH in 
terms of number of users scheduled in a cell : 

● VoIP (either VoLTE or VoNR)  users are scheduled every 20 msec (voice 
packet) and 160 msec (SID packets). 

● Assuming 50 % voice activity factor. Data users are scheduled every 
subframe. 

● Mean CCE is assumed using aggregation levels 1,2,4,8 for fair 
comparison between LTE and NR. 



DSS Throughput Performance 
Simulation
  



Simulation overview : Slot - level 
Analysis
  



Slot level Analysis  
Although DSS provides the flexibility of spectrum usage for different radio 
technologies, it is obvious that the achievable maximum NR throughput 
will decrease due to overheads of LTE signals compared to NR cells 
deployed without DSS of the same bandwidth. 

● NR PDSCH type A length reduces to 11 symbols from 13 symbols due to 
LTE PDCCH presence in the beginning of the slot. 

● The simulations in this section focus on the impact to NR PDSCH data 
rate within non-MBSFN LTE subframe. 



Slot level Analysis  
● LTE CRS Rate Matching in symbols where CRS REs are transmitted. The 

network scheduler reduces the scheduled MCS for NR PDSCH , to keep 
an effective code rate < 0.95 within a slot. 

● The simulations do not consider that LTE users are scheduled in 
parallel, thus calculating the peak NR throughput impact of DSS 
representing the best case scenario of NR scheduling.

● NR UE is scheduled with the maximum number of RBs in 20 Mhz BW with 
4*4 MIMO layers and 256 QAM MCS table. 



Case #1 : NR PDCCH/PDSCH SCS = 15 kHz 
, without SSB 
  



Case #1  



Case #2 : similar to case #1, Adding 
RB-level CRS Rate Matching 
  



Case #2  
● The second case to compare with is the same configuration as in case 

#1, but using RB-level CRS rate matching instead of RE-level. 

● This brings 36 REs LTE CRS overhead for one or two antenna ports and 
48 for four antenna ports configuration. 

● The simulation shows a significant drop of the throughput in case 
RE-level rate matching is replaced with RB-level one. 



Case #2  



Case #2  
● As shown , the drop is most dramatic in case of LTE four antenna port 

configuration as it goes from 287 mbps to 88 mbps. 

● This is the reason why RB-level rate matching is not supposed to be 
used unless there is a task to avoid collision with LTE PSS/SSS and PBCH. 

●  RB-level rate matching can also be more challenging on the NR RF 
end due to the varied LTE power on different NR OFDM symbols. 



Case #3 : NR PDCCH/PDSCH SCS = 15 kHz 
, with SSB SCS = 30 kHz 
  



Case #3  
● In this case, NR SSB is used in the same frame where NR PDSCH is also 

scheduled. 

● The simulation involves mapping of type B for the slots that contain 
SSB. 

● There is only 1 SSB beam available (band n5). LTE CRS configuration 
stays the same like in simulation case #1, so that it will occupy 6,12, or 
16 REs for one/two/four LTE ports respectively.  



Case #3  



Case #4 : Similar to Case #2, Adding 
CSI-RS and TRS Reference Signals 
  



Case #4  
● Taking the configuration from simulation case #3, we have added 

CSI-RS (Channel State Information Reference signal) , CSI-IM (CSI for 
interference measurement ) and TRS (Tracking Reference signal) into 
the picture to see what will be the resulting throughput. 

● This is an end-to-end representation of peak NR user throughput in 
DSS-enabled network.  



Case #4  



Case #4  



       LTE  Single User Throughput Impact
  



LTE Single User Throughput Impact
● NR UE is aware of LTE presence in the cell where DSS is enabled. 

● But as LTE users are unaware of the presence of NR in the DSS cell, 
there always must be an impact on the throughput caused by at least 
by NR synchronization channels. 

● The baseline impact of inserting SSB in the slot for the UE to 
synchronize to NR cell in connected mode to the LTE single UE 
throughput will be around 5-10 % after enabling DSS using MBSFN or 
non-MBSFN DSS deployment. 



LTE Single User Throughput Impact
● With SSB burst period at 20 msec and SSB measurement time 

configuration (SMTC) of 20 msec, SSB burst duration is 0.5 msec - 2 
msec for different configurations of frequency below 3 GHz. 

● If four 15kHz SSBs are used, two slots will be occupied. 

● For 30 kHz SSB there will be two slots with PDCCH/PDSCH   



LTE Single User Throughput Impact
 



DSS Scheduling & Cell Resource 
Coordination in Mixed LTE / NR Traffic 
SCenarios  

  



Possible Phases of DSS deployment
● It was based on the assumption that there is no LTE traffic in the DSS 

cell. 

● This scenario as not realistic especially w.r.t the fact that at least in 
initial stages of DSS deployment major traffic load will still be 
generated by 4G users.

● This early stage will be characterized by DSS deployed mainly for 
coverage enhancements.    



Possible Phases of DSS Deployment : 
 



Possible Phases of DSS deployment
● The possible deployment stages of DSS feature where both MBSFN 

based DSS and non-MBSFN based CRS rate matching is used. 

● In both cases either gNB or eNB can trigger Cell Resource Coordination 
at a frame level with some granularity that can ensure fair share in 
scheduling across LTE and NR users. 

● The impact on LTE user throughput will be governed by using TDM 
subframe patterns for sharing between LTE and NR within a frame. 



DSS Scheduler  Configurations
● At the Subframe level, the network scheduler can coordinate cell 

resources between LTE and NR users in TDM and /or FDM fashions 
during LTE/NR spectrum sharing scheduling. 



Full - Duplex Enabled DSS in 5G networks   

  



Full duplex Communications
● In contrast to the traditional belief that a radio node can only operate 

in an HD mode on the same channel because of SI, it has been 
recently shown that the FD technology is feasible and it can be a 
promising candidate for 5G wireless.

● In a FD node, CST in a single frequency band is possible, however, the 
transmitted signals can loop back to the receive antenna, causing the 
SI. 



Full duplex Communications
● The transmitted signal may be picked up by the receiving part directly 

due to the loop - back interference and indirectly via reflections 
/scattering due to the presence of nearby obstacles/scatterers. 

● Although some level of isolation between transmitted and the received 
antennas can be achieved through antenna separation-based 
path-loss , this approach is not sufficient to provide the adequate level 
of isolation required to enable FD operation in DSS systems. 



Full duplex Communications
● FD technology can double the spectral efficiency compared to that of 

the corresponding HD systems since it enables a device to transmit 
and receive simultaneously in the same radio frequency channel. 

● Several existing works analyzed the capacity gain of FD in wireless 
networks w.r.t the HD in various settings. 

●


